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Let f (q{ , qz)=n, r c(n, r) qn{ q
r
z be a power series whose coefficients satisfy a par-
ticular periodicity condition depending on the integer r modulo 2m. We first
associate to f (q{ , qz) a 2m-vector-valued function 4( f, s) via a generalized Mellin
transform. Then we show that the function 4( f, s) is entire, bounded on vertical
strips and satisfies certain matrix functional equation if, and only if, f (q{ , qz) is the
Fourier expansion of a Jacobi cusp form of index m invariant under the group
SL(2, Z) _ Z2. This is the direct analogue of Hecke’s converse theorem for elliptic
cusp forms in the context of Jacobi cusp forms on SL(2, Z) _ Z2.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In [5] E. Hecke showed an outstanding equivalence between the
automorphy of a cusp form f ({) on SL(2, Z) and the functional equation
satisfied by certain Dirichlet series L( f, s). In this paper we prove an
analogous relationship in the context of Jacobi cusp forms on SL(2, Z) _ Z2.
More precisely, the main result in this article can be phrased as follows.
Consider a power series in the variables q{ , qz , of the form
f (q{ , qz)= :
2m&1
r0=0
\ :

N=1
cr0(N) q
N4m
{ + \ :r # Z
r#r0(2m)
qr24m{ q
r
z+ (1)
where m is some fixed positive integer. Associate to it the system of 2m
Dirichlet series
Lr0( f, s)= :

N=1
cr0(N)
Ns
, 0r02m&1, (2)
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and with each one of them define
4r0( f, s)=(2m)
s&12 ?&s1(s) Lr0( f, s). (3)
Then, under some mild condition on the size of the coefficients cr0(N) (or
equivalently, assuming properties (I), (II) and (III) from section 3) the
following two statements are equivalent:
(i) The power series f (q{ , qz) represents a Jacobi cusp form of index
m and weight k on 1 J=SL(2, Z) _ Z2.
(ii) The vector-valued function on s, 4( f, s)=(40( f, s), 41( f, s), ...,
42m&1( f, s)) can be analytically continued to an entire function, it is
bounded on any vertical strip, and satisfies the matrix functional equation
Am4( f, s)=i k4( f , k& 12&s) (4)
where k is a positive integer and Am is the 2m th finite Fourier transform,
i.e. the 2m-square matrix whose (:, ;)-entry is (2m)&12 exp(2?i(:;2m)),
0:, ;2m&1. In Eq. (4) both 4( f, s) and 4( f, k& 12&s) should be
interpreted as column vectors.
The arguments that we are about to present follow very closely the
classical proof of Hecke’s converse theorem for elliptic cusp forms, and so
they depend strongly on the existence of operators mapping the power
series f (q{ , qz) onto the distinct Dirichlet series Lr0( f, s). In the case of
elliptic modular forms this role is performed by a single integral operator,
the Mellin transform. In dealing with Jacobi forms of index m we use 2m
double-integral operators. Specifically, we modify the integral transforma-
tion used by R. Berndt in [3] by shifting one of the variables in the
integrand in 2m different ways. Each one of them will produce one of the
required Dirichlet series.
G. Shimura has shown that the space of Jacobi forms of weight k and
index m on 1 J is isomorphic to some space of 2m-vector-valued modular
forms of half-integral weight k& 12 on SL(2, Z) (see next section). The
L-series Lr0( f, s) associated to a Jacobi cusp form f (q{ , qz) in this work is
exactly the Dirichlet series corresponding to the r0th component in the
vector-valued modular form of the isomorphism above. Indeed the
similarities with the classical theory are many, and we will see that after
the suitable integral operators have been introduced, the proof of the con-
verse theorem for Jacobi forms follows along the lines of the elliptic case.
We end this introduction with a brief overview of the sections ahead.
First we recall the definition of a Jacobi form on 1 J basically as explained
in [3], together with the isomorphism theorem of Shimura mentioned
above. In section 3 we prove the equivalence between the modular equation
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of two power series f (q{ , qz), g(q{ , qz), and a matrix functional equation
of associated vector-valued Dirichlet series 4( f, s), 4(g, s). This is done
in two steps (propositions 4 and 5) as the elliptic case is presented in
[7, p. 116121]. In the final section we state the converse theorem for
Jacobi cusp forms (corollary 6).
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Let e y(x)=exp(2?ixy) for any x, y in C, and denote by H the complex
upper half plane. The set
GJ=[#=(M, Y, ‘) : M=\ac
b
d+ # SL(2, R), Y=( p, q) # R2, ‘ # S 1]
together with the product
##$=\MM$, Y+Y$M&1, ‘‘$e \det \ YY$M&1+++
defines the Jacobi group GJ. This group acts on the cartesian product
H_C via
#({, z)=\a{+bc{+d ,
z+*{++
c{+d +
where #=(M, Y, ‘) # GJ, ({, z) # H_C and (*, +)=YM.
Given two positive integers k and m, consider the automorphy factor
jk, m : GJ_H_C  C,
jk, m(#, {, z)=‘m(c{+d )&k em \&c(z+*{++)
2
c{+d
+*2{+2*z+*++ .
Then there exist an action of GJ on the set of holomorphic functions
f ({, z) from H_C into C via
f |k, m [#]({, z)= jk, m(#, {, z) f (#({, z)).
Let 1 J be the subgroup of GJ consisting of all the elements of the form
#=(M, Y, 1) with M # SL(2, Z) and Y # Z2.
Definition. Let k, m be two positive integers. A Jacobi form of index
m and weight k on the group 1 J is a function f ({, z) from H_C into C
such that
(i) f ({, z) is holomorphic on H_C.
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(ii) f |k, m [#]({, z)= f ({, z) for all # # 1 J.
(iii) f ({, z) has a Fourier series expansion
f ({, z)= :
n, r # Z
c(n, r) qn{ q
r
z , q{=e({), qz=e(z), (5)
where c(n, r)=0 unless 4mn&r20.
In addition, if c(n, r)=0 unless 4mn&r2>0 in the series (5) above, the
function f ({, z) is called a Jacobi cusp form.
The C-vector space of Jacobi forms of index m and weight k on 1 J is
denoted in this paper by Jk, m .
In [4, p. 22] it is shown that the Fourier series (5) associated to a Jacobi
form f ({, z) in Jk, m satisfy
c(n, r)=c(n+*r+*2m, r+2m*), for all * # Z. (6)
Thus, if one defines N=4mn&r2 and cr(N)=c(n, r) for all n, r # Z, one
gets cr(N)=cr$ (N) whenever r#r$ (mod 2m). This is a good motivation to
consider the 2m power series
fr0({)= :

N=0
cr0(N) q
N4m
{ , r0=0, 1, ..., 2m&1. (7)
If 3m, r0({, z) denotes the theta function given by
3m, r0({, z)= :
r # Z
r#r0(2m)
qr24m{ q
r
z , (8)
then the relation between f ({, z) and the set [ fr0({)]
2m&1
r0=0 is showed
explicitly in the following result of [4, p. 59].
Theorem 1. The equation
f ({, z)= :
2m&1
r0=0
fr0({) 3m, r0({, z) (9)
gives an isomorphism between Jk, m and the space of vector-valued modular
forms ( f0({), f1({), ..., f2m&1({)) on SL(2, Z), bounded as Im({)   and
satisfying the transformations
fr0({+1)=e \&r
2
0
4m + fr0({),
(10)
fa \&1{ +=
{k
(&2im{)12
:
2m&1
r0=0
e \ar02m+ fr0({).
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3. THE MAIN EQUIVALENCE
From now on we fix a positive integer m and denote by f ({, z) a
holomorphic function from H_C into C satisfying the next three properties.
(I) The function f ({, z) can be represented by a power series
f ({, z)= :
n, r # Z
N=4mn&r20
c(n, r) qn{ q
r
z (11)
which converges absolutely and uniformly on every compact subset of
H_C.
(II) There exist &>0 in R such that
f ({, z) em( pz)=O( y&&) as y  0
where p, q, x, y # R are determined by z= p{+q, {=x+iy.
(III) For each * # Z,
c(n, r)=c(n+*r+*2m, r+2m*).
As before, one sets N=4mn&r2 for any pair of integers n, r, and put
cr(N)=c(n, r). Then property (III) implies cr(N)=cr$(N) whenever r#r$
(mod 2m). In particular the power series (11) satisfy the formal identity
f ({, z)= :
2m&1
r0=0
fr0({) 3m, r0({, z)
where fr0({) and 3m, r0({, z) are given by Eqs. (7) and (8) respectively.
The fact that the equation above is not just a formal relation follows
from the next two lemmas.
Lemma 2. Let f ({, z) be a holomorphic function on H_C satisfying (I),
(II) and (III).
Then there exist a positive real number C such that |c(n, r)|CN&, where
N=4mn&r2.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the equivalent statement
for elliptic modular forms. See for example [7, p. 117]. K
Lemma 3. Let m be a positive integer and [cr0(N)], r0=0, 1, ..., 2m&1,
N0, a sequence in C such that cr0(N)=0 whenever N+r
2
00 (mod 4m).
Let fr0({), 3m, r0({, z) and f ({, z) be the power series in q{ and qz given by
Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) respectively.
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If cr0(N)=O(N
&) for some &>0 then each one of the series fr0({) (resp.
f ({, z)) converges absolutely and uniformly on any compact subset of H
(resp. H_C). In particular they define holomorphic functions on H (resp.
H_C).
Moreover
fr0({) 3m, r0({, z) e
m( pz)=O( y&&&32) as y  0,
( fr0({)&cr0(0)) 3m, r0({, z) e
m( pz)=O \e \ iy4m++ as y  .
Consequently
f ({, z) em( pz)=O( y&&&32) as y  0,
\ f ({, z)& :
2m&1
r0=0
cr0(0) 3m, r0({, z)+ em( pz)=O \e \ iy4m++ as y  .
Proof. As &>0, the gamma function 1(s) satisfies the identity
1(&+1)= lim
N  
(&1)&N N& \&&&1N +
&1
.
Hence there exist some L$>0 such that N&L$(&1)N ( &&&1N ).
Now one uses that cr0(N)=O(N
&) as N   and concludes
|cr0(N)|L(&1)
N \&&&1N + , N=0, 1, . . .
for some L in R. Let {=x+iy, z= p{+q with x, y, p, q # R. Then, for each
r0=0, 1, ..., 2m&1
|em( pz)| :
r#r0(2m)
N=4mn&r20
|cr0(N) q
n
{ q
r
z |
<L :
N0
(&1)N \&&&1N + e \
N
4m
iy+ :r#r0(2m) e
m \\ p+ r2m+
2
iy+ . (12)
The interior sum in the right hand side of (12) converges to some
positive real number smaller or equal to (2my)&12. Therefore
|em( pz)| :
r#r0(2m)
N=4mn&r20
|cr0(N) q
n
{ q
r
z |<
L
(2my)12 \1&e \
iy
4m++
&&&1
(13)
for arbitrary { # H, z # C.
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Consequently fr0({) 3m, r0({, z) is absolutely and uniformly convergent on
any compact subset of H_C. Hence the same holds for f ({, z).
In a similar way one shows that the series fr0({) is absolutely and
uniformly convergent on compact subsets of H.
Now observe that y&12(1&e(iy4m))&&&1=O( y&&&32) as y  0. Then
Eq. (13) implies
fr0({) 3m, r0({, z) e
m( pz)=O( y&&&32) as y  0.
Since the right hand side of (13) goes to zero as y goes to infinity, one
concludes that |em( pz) fr0({) 3m, r0({, z)| is bounded as y  .
By the same argument |em( pz)(N0 cr0(N+1) q
N4m
{ ) 3m, r0({, z)| is
bounded as y  . Thus
em( pz)( fr0({)&cr0(0)) 3m, r0({, z)=O \e \ iy4m++ as y  . K
It is easy to show that the series f ({, z) defined in lemma 3 satisfies the
properties (I), (II) and (III) listed at the beginning of this section. Conver-
sely, for any function f ({, z) verifying (I), (II) and (III), the coefficients of
the power series (11) are such that c(n, r)=O(N&) where N=4mn&r2
(lemma 2).
Furthermore one can prove that any Jacobi cusp form in Jk, m satisfies
(I), (II) and (III) with &=k2 (see for example [2, p. 24]).
Definition. For each r0=0, 1, ..., 2m&1 set
Lr0( f, s)= :

N=1
cr0(N)
N s
(14)
and
4r0( f, s)=(2m)
s&12 ?&s1(s) Lr0( f, s). (15)
Since cr0(N)=O(N
&) by the conditions assumed on f ({, z), the series
Lr0( f, s) converges absolutely and uniformly on any compact set of the
complex half plane Re(s)>&+1.
In this work we are mainly interested on Jacobi cusp forms, hence for
the rest of the paper we consider only holomorphic functions f ({, z) satis-
fying (I), (II) and (III) with a power series expansion (11) that has no non-
zero coefficients on the parabola 4mn&r2=0, i.e. c(n, r)=0 whenever
4mn&r20.
The next two propositions constitute the most general result of this
paper. The statement about cusp forms given in the introduction is a direct
consequence of them.
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Proposition 4. Let m be a positive integer. Let
f ({, z)= :
n, r
4mn&r2>0
c(n, r) qn{ q
r
z and g({, z)= :
n, r
4mn&r2>0
d(n, r) qn{
be holomorphic functions on H_C satisfying properties (I), (II) and (III).
Assume that for some positive integer k
g({, z)={&kem \&z
2
{ + f \&
1
{
,
z
{+ . (16)
Then the series 4r0( f, s), 4r0(g, s) for 0r02m&1 can be analytically
continued to holomorphic functions on the whole s-plane. These functions are
bounded on any vertical strip and verify the system of functional equations
:
2m&1
r0=0
e \&ar02m+ 4r0( f, s)=i k(2m)12 4a \g, k&
1
2
&s+ , 0a2m&1.
(17)
Proof. Take a in [0, 1, ..., 2m&1] and consider the integral
Ia=|

0
|
1
0
f \iy, piy& a2m+ em( p2iy) ys&12 dp dy
where y and p are the real numbers given by {=x+iy, z= p{+q with
x, y, p, q # R.
Using the power series representation of f ({, z) one gets
Ia=|

0
|
1
0
:
n, r
c(n, r) e((n+ pr) iy) e \& ar2m+ em( p2iy) ys&12 dp dy.
Set p~ = p+r2m, and recall that for N=4mn&r2 one has cr(N)=c(n, r).
Then
Ia=|

0
:
N, r
cr(N) e \& ar2m+ |
1+r2m
r2m
em \\ p~ 2+ N4m2+ iy+ ys&12 dp~ dy
= :
2m&1
r0=0
e \&ar02m+ :

N=1
cr0(N) |

0
e \ N4m iy+ ys&12 |

&
em( p~ 2iy) dp~ dy
= :
2m&1
r0=0
e \&ar02m+ :

N=1
cr0(N) |

0
(2my)&12 e \ N4m iy+ ys&12 dy
=(2m)&12 :
2m&1
r0=0
e \&ar02m+\
?
2m+
&s
1(s) :

N=1
cr0(N)
Ns
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if Re(s)>0. Thus
Ia= :
2m&1
r0=0
e \&ar02m+ 4r0( f , s), Re(s)>0. (18)
The next step in the proof is to break the integral Ia into two pieces, Ia=
I$a+I"a with
I$a=|
1
0
|
1
0
f \iy, piy& a2m+ em( p2iy) ys&12 dp dy,
I"a=|

1
|
1
0
f \iy, piy& a2m+ em( p2iy) ys&12 dp dy.
Since f ({, z) em( pz)=O(e(iy4m)) as y   and the integral
|

1
e \ iy4m+ y_&12 dy, _=Re(s)
is convergent, it follows that I"a is absolutely and uniformly convergent on
any vertical strip of the s-plane. Hence I"a defines a holomorphic function
of s on C.
As for I$a , make the change of variable y= y~ &1 and use the identity (16)
to prove
I$a=i k |

1
|
1
0
g \iy~ , & a2m iy~ & p+ em \
a
m
p+
a2
4m2
iy~ + y~ k&s&32 dp dy~ . (19)
Then the estimate g({, z) em( p~ z)=O(e(iy~ 4m)) as y~   (where {=
x~ +iy~ , z= p~ {+q~ ) implies that the integral (19) is absolutely and uniformly
convergent on any vertical strip of the s-plane, and therefore is a
holomorphic function of s on C.
Thus Ia is an entire function of s, bounded on any vertical strip.
Since 2m&1a=0 e(ab2m) Ia=2m4b( f, s) for any b=0, 1, ..., 2m&1, it
follows that every 4b( f, s) defines a holomorphic function of s on C and
each one of them is bounded on vertical strips. The same argument with
g({, z) yields the corresponding statement for 4b(g, s).
In order to prove the functional equation (17) one observes that the
change of variable y~ = y&1 in I"a yield
I"a=i k |
1
0
|
1
0
em \ am p+
a2
4m2
iy~ + g \iy~ , &p& a2m iy~ + y~ k&s&32 dp dy~ .
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Recalling the power series representation of g({, z) and its uniform
convergence, one obtains
Ia=i k |

0
|
1
0
g \iy, & a2m iy& p+ em \
a
m
p+
a2
4m2
iy+ yk&s&32 dp dy
=i k |

0
:
n, r
d(n, r) e(&niy) e \& ra2m iy+
_e \ a
2
4m
iy+ yk&s&32 |
1
0
e(ap&rp) dp dy
=i k :

N=1
da(N) |

0
e \ N4m iy+ yk&s&32 dy
where, as usual, dr(N)=d(n, r) for N=4mn&r2>0. Hence
Ia=i k(2m)k&s&12 ?&(k&s&12)1 \k&s&12+
_ :

N=1
da(N)
Nk&s&12
for Re(s)<k&
1
2
.
Thus
Ia=i k(2m)12 4a( g, k&s& 12), Re(s)<k&
1
2. (20)
From (18), (20), and the holomorphicity of 4r0( f , s) and 4r0(g, s), the
functional equation (17) follows. K
Proposition 5. Let m be a positive integer. Let
f ({, z)= :
4mn&r2>0
c(n, r) qn{ q
r
z and g({, z)= :
4mn&r2>0
d(n, r) qn{ q
r
z
be holomorphic functions on H_C satisfying properties (I), (II) and (III).
Assume that the series 4r0( f, s), 4r0(g, s) for 0r02m&1 can be
analytically continued to holomorphic functions on the whole s-plane. Assume
also that these functions are bounded on any vertical strip and verify the
system of functional equations
:
2m&1
r0=0
e \&ar02m+ 4r0( f , s)
=i k(2m)12 4a \ g, k&12&s+ , 0a2m&1. (21)
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Then
f ({, z)={&kem \&z
2
{ + g \&
1
{
,
z
{+ . (22)
Proof. By lemmas 2 and 3 one has the identities
f ({, z)= :
2m&1
r0=0
fr0({) 3m, r0({, z), g({, z)= :
2m&1
r0=0
gr0({) 3m, r0({, z).
Using the functional equation satisfied by 3m, r0({, z) and 3m, r0(&1{,
z{) [4, p. 59] is easy to see that (22) is a consequence of the system of 2m
identities
fr0({)=(2mi)
&12 {&k+12 :
2m&1
a=0
e \&ar02m+ ga \
&1
{ + , 0r02m&1.
(23)
Since each power series fr0({), gr0({) is a holomorphic function on H
(lemma 3), it is enough to show (23) for { # [iy : y # R, y>0].
Let r0 # [0, 1, ..., 2m&1]. Then
fr0(iy)= :

N=1
cr0(N)
1
2?i |Re(s)=: 1(s) \2?y
N
4m+
&s
ds (24)
for any :>0.
The estimate cr0(N)=O(N
&) implies that Lr0( f, s) is uniformly con-
vergent and bounded on the line [s # C ; Re(s)=:] whenever :>&+1.
Then, by Stirling’s estimate of 1(s) one concludes that (2m)s&12 ?&s1(s)
Lr0( f , s) is absolutely integrable on the line Re(s)=:>&+1. Therefore the
integral and summation symbols in (24) can be interchanged, i.e.
fr0(iy)=
1
2?i |Re(s)=: (2m)
12 y&s4r0( f , s) ds (25)
Now fix ; # R. Since 4r0( f, s) is an entire function and | y
&s4r0( f, s)|  0
uniformly on vertical strips as |Im(s)|  , one has
fr0(iy)=
1
2?i |Re(s)=; (2m)
12 y&s4r0( f, s) ds.
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Hence the functional equations (21) and the change of variable t=
k& 12&s yield
fr0(iy)=(2m)
&12 i &ky&k+12 :
2m&1
a=0
e \&ar02m+
1
2?i
_|
Re(t)=k&12&;
(2m)12 yt4a(g, t) dt. (26)
Choose ; such that k& 12&;>&+1. Then the argument prior to equa-
tion (25) shows that the integral factor in (26) is equal to ga(iy). Conse-
quently,
fr0(iy)=(2m)
&12 (i)&k y&k+12 :
2m&1
a=0
e \&ar02m+ ga \
&1
iy +
for any y # R, y>0, as desired. K
4. THE CONVERSE THEOREM
As it was said before, an immediate consequence of the equivalence
proved by propositions 4 and 5 is the following converse theorem for
Jacobi cusp forms on 1 J.
Corollary 6. Let k and m be some positive integers. Let
f ({, z)= :
4mn&r2>0
c(n, r) qn{ q
r
z ,
be a holomorphic function on H_C satisfying properties (I), (II) and (III).
Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) The function f ({, z) is a Jacobi cusp form of weight k and index m
on 1 J.
(ii) Each series 4r0( f, s), 0r02m&1, can be analytically continued
to a holomorphic function on the whole s-plane. These functions are bounded
on any vertical strip and verify
(2m)&12 :
2m&1
r0=0
e \&ar02m+ 4r0( f, s)=i k4a \ f , k&
1
2
&s+ , 0a2m&1.
(27)
Remark. We observe that the 2m-square matrix Am involved in the
system of functional equations (27) (see Eq. (4)) has been studied by
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several authors ([1] and references therein). In particular one knows that
Am is a unitary (and therefore diagonalizable) matrix whose eigenvalues
are 1, &1, i, &i. In [6] we can find an explicit construction of its eigenvec-
tors, so that it is possible to decompose f ({, z) in a way that the corre-
sponding 2m functional equations in the previous corollary have a simpler
form than (27).
Finally we would like to recall that the space of Jacobi forms is
isomorphic to a subspace of modular forms of 12-integral weight on some
congruence subgroup of SL(2, Z), as shown in [4]. Thus corollary 6
can be regarded as a (partial) converse theorem for modular forms of
12-integral weight.
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